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Abstract

This paper examines the relevance of prevailing gang paradigms as it relates to the case of El Salvador. It is particularly concerned with the concept of ‘Third Generation Gangs,’ which holds that Salvadoran street gangs are becoming sophisticated political actors seeking to maintain an international reach, and are increasingly capable of confronting the state.

El Salvador is in the midst of a violent upheaval. In 2012, El Salvador’s two main street gangs signed a truce, which was tacitly endorsed and facilitated by the government. However, following the breakdown of the truce, violence in El Salvador has rapidly escalated, with the gangs increasingly targeting security forces.

This paper discusses whether this rising violence is indicative of the gangs’ collective maturation process into a ‘Third Generation Gang,’ or, alternatively, if autonomous spasms of violence by individual gang factions as a means of self-preservation are being misinterpreted as a collective maturation process.
Executive Summary

El Salvador is experiencing a violent upheaval. Following the breakdown of a 2012 truce between the country’s two main street gangs—the Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13) and Barrio 18 (18th Street)—homicide levels have soared. The gangs’ leaders are demanding the Salvadoran government revive the truce by supporting peace talks, promising to incite violence and attacks against security forces until this happens. The experience of the truce, and the nature of violence after its disintegration, raises the question of whether the gangs are collectively evolving into more sophisticated actors or if violence resulting from self-preservation efforts by individual gang factions is being misinterpreted as collective maturation.

The concept of ‘Third Generation Gangs’ has frequently been used to understand gang evolution. It holds that gangs evolve through three generations, with some eventually becoming sophisticated transnational entities with developed political and economic goals. However, evidence suggests that El Salvador’s MS-13 and Barrio 18 are not collectively maturing into third generation gangs, with rising bloodshed occurring more as a result of autonomous spasms of violence by individual gang factions.

Furthermore, in examining the relevance of third generation gang studies as it relates to the current experience of El Salvador, this paper finds the concept is lacking in explanatory power for understanding the current stage of Salvadoran gang development. In other words, it fails to provide an adequate account of the factors and processes driving gang evolution, which would enable a more accurate and predictive understanding of the nuances facilitating gang maturation.

Introduction

In March 2012, news became public that El Salvador’s two largest street gangs, the Mara Salvatrucha and Barrio 18, had negotiated a truce. Over the next 14 months, El Salvador saw a significant decline in homicide levels. Yet violence began rising in the latter half of 2013 and throughout 2014. So far, 2015 is on track to be the bloodiest year in El Salvador since the end of its civil war, and the country may have the highest homicide rate in the world by year’s end. The gangs, whose leaders have been demanding the government reinstitute the truce, are fueling this violence.
The truce has led to concerns that the gangs have become more powerful and sophisticated, transitioning into political actors that are capable of directly confronting the state—a phenomenon potentially manifesting itself in the current wave of violence. To explore this proposition, this paper will examine the concept of ‘Third Generation Gangs’—a leading paradigm for understanding gang evolution—which holds that some gangs evolve through three generations.

To begin, a brief history of the MS-13 and Barrio 18’s origins will be presented, followed by a discussion of the factors surrounding the 2012 truce and rising violence in its wake. The paper will then introduce third generation gang studies, briefly summarizing the characteristics of each gang generation. Lastly, the effects of the truce on the gangs—and the nature of post-truce violence—will be explored to examine if the gangs are collectively evolving into third generation gangs, and whether or not the paradigm holds sufficient explanatory power for understanding El Salvador’s gangs in a post-truce context.

Origins of the MS-13 & Barrio 18

The rival Mara Salvatrucha and Barrio 18 gangs both trace their roots to the United States. Formed by Mexican youths in Los Angeles in the 1960s, the Barrio 18 was the first Hispanic gang in the city to accept members of different races and nationalities. The gang grew significantly during the late 1970s and early 1980s owing to an influx of Salvadoran and Guatemalan refugees fleeing civil wars in their respective countries. The MS-13 was formed in the latter half of the 1980s by a second wave of Salvadoran refugees settling in Los Angeles. As outsiders in the United States, young men arriving from Central America as refugees sought to

---

1 There are two terms used in describing the Central America gang phenomenon. “Mara” connotes a larger, more sophisticated structure with transnational origins. “Pandilla” generally refers to smaller, locally-focused street gangs, whose territory may only consist of a neighborhood or series of streets. Pandillas are generally considered as having a historical presence in the region, while maras are a more recent phenomenon. The general term “gang” will be used throughout this paper when referring to the MS-13 and Barrio 18. Seelke, Clare Ribando. "Gangs in Central America." Congressional Research Service, no. RL34112 (2014). Accessed September 14, 2015, 2.
2 Seelke, “Gangs in Central America,” 2.
3 The Salvadoran civil war was fought from 1980 to 1992. Guatemala’s civil war was much longer, lasting from 1960 until 1996.
incorporate themselves into the gangs for purposes of inclusion and protection.\(^4\) By the early 1990s, the MS-13 and Barrio 18 had become bitter rivals.\(^5\)

Beginning in the mid-1990s, the United States began deporting Central American gang members en masse. This process was accelerated when, in 1996, the US Congress passed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act, which ensured non-US citizens sentenced to a year or more in prison would be repatriated to their country of origin. As a result, between 1998 and 2005 the United States deported almost 46,000 convicts to Central America—in essence “exporting” a Los Angeles gang culture to El Salvador and neighboring countries.\(^6\)

Upon arriving in El Salvador, many MS-13 and Barrio 18 gang members found themselves to be outsiders, having spent little (if any) time in their native countries. They therefore perpetuated the gang structures that had provided them with support and security in the United States. Over time, the recruitment of new members—along with the influence of Salvadoran domestic factors—has resulted in the evolution and growth of the MS-13 and Barrio 18. Today, the two gangs count a significant number of members among their ranks in El Salvador, and engage in a broad array of criminal activities.

**The MS-13 & Barrio 18 in El Salvador**

*Membership & Structure*

Estimates of total gang membership in Central America vary. A 2012 US State Department approximation put the total number of gang members in the Northern Triangle countries (El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras) as high as 85,000.\(^7\) A 2012 estimate from the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), however, pegged the figure at 54,000, with 20,000


\(^7\) Seelke, “Gangs in Central America,” 3.
gang members in El Salvador, 12,000 in Honduras, and 22,000 in Guatemala. In El Salvador alone, 470,000 people have been estimated to have gang connections.

The MS-13 and Barrio 18 in El Salvador each have a tiered gang structure, although they differ slightly in configuration. Regarding the MS-13, the gang’s base is composed of clicas, or cliques, that consist of 15 to several dozen members each, and are extremely local in focus and scope, typically only controlling a neighborhood or street. Individual cliques are organized into a larger bloc of several dozen cliques called a programa, which is under the authority of a mid-level leader known as a palabrero. At the next level is a ranflero, a gang leader who is typically imprisoned but whose orders are relayed and carried out. Above the ranfleros are jefes nacionales, or national leaders, almost all of whom are imprisoned and exercise final decision-making authority on issues affecting El Salvador’s entire MS-13 structure.

The Barrio 18—considered to be more violent and less sophisticated than the MS-13—has a somewhat different structure. At the top are palabreros, or gang leaders, that operate from the prison system and coordinate the gang’s activities. There are also palabreros en la libre, or those leaders who are outside the prison system and are responsible for carrying out the orders of imprisoned leaders, such as overseeing the extortion system and planning homicides. Below these palabreros are leaders called canchas, who each control several tribus, or tribes, that each consist of several dozen to hundreds of members. Furthermore—and of particular importance

---

8 Even low-end estimates of gang membership imply there are more gang members than military personnel in Central America. El Salvador has the highest concentration of gang members, with some 323 for every 100,000 citizens; double that of Guatemala and Honduras. Ibid.; Jütersonke, “Gangs and Violence,” 5.
10 In El Salvador, it has been estimated there are over 2,000 cliques affiliated with six man gangs. Other gangs active in El Salvador besides the MS-13 and Barrio 18 include, among others, the Mao Mao, Maquina, and Mirada Locos 13. Ibid.
13 There are an estimated 28 Barrio 18 tribus in all of El Salvador, compared with around 250 MS-13 cliques. This suggests the MS-13 in El Salvador has a much more intimate and coordinated structure than the Barrio 18. Additionally, it is not uncommon for Barrio 18 cells to be referred to as cliques, being something of a general term when referring to local gang groups. As such, “clique” will be used interchangeably throughout the remainder of the paper when referring to the gangs’ base-level groups. Ibid.

Despite the gangs’ respective hierarchy, however, local MS-13 and Barrio 18 leaders exercise a broad degree of autonomy (the MS-13’s tighter structure suggests it is less autonomous than the Barrio 18). The cliques, for instance, exercise wide discretion over the relationships they maintain with other gang and non-gang groups, and the type of criminal activity they conduct. Each clique is largely self-sufficient and responsible for its own financial well-being, meaning it decides for itself how to raise money and distribute criminal proceeds.\footnote{Farah, “Central American Gangs,” 6.}

Rodgers and Muggah explain that, while each clique is explicitly affiliated with either the MS-13 or Barrio 18, “neither gang is a real federal structure… That is, neither the Barrio 18 or MS-13 answer to a single chain of command, and their ‘umbrella’ nature is more symbolic of a particular historical origin than demonstrative of any real unity, be it of leadership or action.”\footnote{Jütersonke, "Gangs and Violence," 8.}

**Gang Activities**

Taken as a whole, the MS-13 and Barrio 18 are involved in a broad array of illicit activities. At the local level, this largely involves opportunistic crime, with ‘la renta,’ or extortion, being the gangs’ most important revenue source. In areas they control, the MS-13 and Barrio 18 extort virtually all businesses, with the transportation sector particularly targeted.\footnote{It has been estimated that Salvadorans pay $400 million annually in extortion, with the transportation sector paying around $34 million of this amount. Dudley, Steven, and Michael Lohmuller. "Northern Triangle Is World's Extortion Hotspot." InSight Crime. July 1, 2015. Accessed September 14, 2015. http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/northern-triangle-world-extortion-hotspot.}

The gangs also engage in—among other crimes—kidnapping, vehicular theft, petty drug dealing, and murder-for-hire in their areas of influence.

There have also been suggestions the MS-13 and Barrio 18 in El Salvador may be partaking in transnational criminal activities, such as working for Mexican drug cartels to protect drug shipments transiting Salvadoran territory or participating in the region’s illicit arms trade—although to date such claims appear to be overblown.\footnote{According to Jütersonke, Rodgers, and Muggah, the MS-13 and Barrio 18 “tend to serve as a local security apparatus for the smaller cartels, or as informally connected street vendors. Gangs are seldom involved in the large-scale or transnational movement of narcotics, nor do they wholesale.” Jütersonke, “Gangs and Violence,” 9.} Moreover, by the mid-2000s, US law
enforcement had discovered evidence of jailed MS-13 leaders in El Salvador ordering assassinations on individuals in the Washington, D.C. area.\textsuperscript{19}

\textit{Gang-driven Violence & Security Policy}

The criminal activities of the gangs have significantly contributed to El Salvador’s high levels of violence and insecurity.\textsuperscript{20} To combat crime and gang activity, El Salvador has traditionally favored repressive strategies focused on heavy-handed anti-gang policies. In July 2003, the government of Salvadoran President Francisco Flores enacted a \textit{Mano Dura} (Iron Fist) policy known as the \textit{Ley Antimaras} (Anti-Gang Law). This law made gang membership illegal, and gave complete authority to the police—and sometimes to military personnel—to conduct arrests based on arbitrary evidence.\textsuperscript{21} This resulted in the mass roundup and incarceration of suspected gang members, with roughly 20,000 arrested between July 2003 and August 2004. In July 2004—after El Salvador’s Supreme Court declared the \textit{Ley Antimaras} unconstitutional—a new \textit{Mano Super Dura} package of anti-gang reforms was implemented. This stiffened the penalties for gang membership by lengthening prison sentences, and by 2009 El Salvador’s prison population had doubled from 6,000 to 12,000 prisoners.\textsuperscript{22}


\textsuperscript{21} Evidence of gang membership included tattoos, hand signals, some dress codes, and physical appearances. Bruneau, “Pandillas and Security,” 161.

\textsuperscript{22} Prison terms were lengthened to up to five years for gang members and nine years for gang leaders. In 2011, El Salvador’s prison system, with a capacity for 8,000 prisoners, was holding around 24,000 inmates, at least one-third for gang-related crimes. Jütersonke, “Gangs and Violence,” 10.; Bruneau, Thomas. "Pandillas and Security in Central America." \textit{Latin American Research Review} 49 (2014): 152-72. 162.
Nonetheless, El Salvador’s *Mano Dura* policies served to exacerbate the gang problem. Evidence indicates the violence reduction benefits of heavy-handed anti-gang measures are temporary and tenuous, and actually tend to generate perverse effects.\(^{23}\) Indeed, repressive tactics have generally encouraged the MS-13 and *Barrio 18* to adapt and become more organized.\(^ {24}\) The mass imprisonment of gang members—along with suspected gang members—appears to have facilitated gang organization by turning prisons into “schools of crime” and recruitment centers. This was aided by the Salvadoran government’s decision to segregate prisons based on gang membership to avoid inter-gang conflict—meaning MS-13 and *Barrio 18* members were placed in prisons where their gang exercised complete hegemony over inmate dynamics. The prisons also allowed members from various regional cliques of the same gang to establish contact and connections with one another, allowing for stronger gang structure and coordination.\(^ {25}\) Bruneau describes the mass incarceration of gang members as converting the prisons into a sort of permanent assembly, where gang members could debate, make pacts, and decide on gang strategy.\(^ {26}\) This dynamic was clearly evident in early 2012, when imprisoned MS-13 and *Barrio 18* leaders negotiated and implemented a gang truce.

**The Truce**

In March 2012, Salvadoran news agency *El Faro* reported that truce negotiations were taking place between the rival MS-13 and *Barrio 18* groups.\(^ {27}\) That month, Security and Justice


\(^{24}\) For instance, many gang members in El Salvador stopped getting tattooed, and began showing less obvious gang signs and symbols to avoid detection and arrest. Jütersonke, “Gangs and Violence,” 12.

\(^{25}\) The prison system has come to play an important role in the culture and functions of the MS-13 and *Barrio 18*. Orders generally emanate from imprisoned leaders to members on the streets, with members on the streets providing revenue and other goods for those in prison. This system rests partly on the logic that all gang members will end up in prison at one point or another, and will need the protection and good graces of incarcerated gang leaders when they arrive—a form of “prison insurance” so to speak.

\(^{26}\) Bruneau, “Pandillas and Security.” 163.

Minister David Munguia Payes agreed to transfer around 30 MS-13 and Barrio 18 gang leaders from maximum-security institutions to less restrictive prisons.\textsuperscript{28} The prison transfers were intended to facilitate talks between the gang leaders and government-sanctioned facilitators, and enable gang leaders to more easily communicate with members on the streets and order a halt to violence. In exchange for a reduction in violence, MS-13 and Barrio 18 leaders asked the government to implement rehabilitation and job training programs for gang members, and to improve prison conditions.\textsuperscript{29}

The truce resulted in an immediate and sustained reduction in violence. By April homicides had dropped almost 60%, and violence stayed down through 2012: the Salvadoran National Police (PNC) registered a total of 2,576 murders for the year, a 41% drop from the 4,371 murders in 2011.\textsuperscript{30} In January 2013, the first of a number of “peace zones” were implemented in municipalities across the country.\textsuperscript{31} In these areas the gangs promised to cease all criminal activity in exchange for a reduction in police harassment and the opportunity to participate in education and job training programs. Homicide levels continued to stay down


through mid-2013, and between March 2012 and May 2013 the Salvadoran government reported homicides declined from an average of 14 to six per day.32

Despite the reduction in homicides, however, the truce quickly came under public scrutiny and criticism. Questions and doubts surrounded the gangs’ intentions in negotiating the truce, as well as the government’s lack of transparency regarding its role in bringing the truce to life. Skeptics were particularly concerned the government was inadvertently legitimizing the gangs and granting them status as political actors. Critics also pointed to the truce’s inability to reduce other crimes. For instance, the gangs never fully ceased extorting, and gang leaders explicitly refused to do so until the government opened paths for more formal, legitimate means of earning an income. The number of disappeared persons also increased during the truce, doubling between 2012 and 2013.33 Among the skeptics of the truce was the belief that homicide levels stayed largely the same, with the gangs simply “disappearing” their victims so they could not be counted in statistics.34

Widespread public skepticism fed into El Salvador’s election cycle politics—which turned the subject of the truce into a political hot potato—and contributed to the truce’s disintegration.35 In May 2013, Security Minister Payes—one of the main architects of the gang

---


35 Ahead of February 2014 elections, politicians from the opposition Alianza Republicana Nacionalista (ARENA) party used the gang truce to attack the ruling Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional (FMLN) party of President Funes, accusing the FMLN of negotiating with criminals.
truce—was ousted from his position.36 The Funes administration began withdrawing support for truce mediators and negotiators, and violence levels in El Salvador began increasing.37

**Violence Peaks**

During 2015, violence in El Salvador surged to critical levels, and began to accelerate in January when MS-13 and Barrio 18 gang leaders were transferred back to maximum-security prisons.38 In February, Ricardo Salvador Martinez—head of police internal affairs—declared that “we’re at war” with the gangs.39 March then set a record as the most violent month since the end

---


of El Salvador’s Civil War in 1992, with 481 murders—only to be surpassed by May (622 murders), June (677), and then August (907) as the bloodiest month of the past two decades.\textsuperscript{40}

Driving the spike in violence has been the MS-13 and Barrio 18, whose leaders are demanding the government revive the 2012 truce and curtail anti-gang legislation and security efforts.\textsuperscript{41} Gang-driven violence and threats have thus been viewed as a means of pressuring the government into negotiations. For instance, in late July there was a gang-enforced transportation “boycott,” when gang members (believed to be from the Barrio 18’s Revolucionarios faction) ordered bus drivers to go on strike or else suffer the consequences.\textsuperscript{42} Attacks against security forces have also increased, with gang members allegedly attacking security personnel over 250 times in 2015 through May—an average of two confrontations per day.\textsuperscript{43} Police intelligence reports in April asserted the MS-13 ordered cliques in the province of La Libertad to kill two police officers each, and that the MS-13 and Barrio 18 were planning a combined offensive.


against the government. In June, police officers discovered a stolen car that had been booby-trapped with a grenade, an apparent attempt at killing police (members of the MS-13 were the suspected culprits). Then, in August, Salvadoran authorities announced the MS-13 and Barrio 18 were discussing a potential merger to form a unified gang structure and focus their aggression on state security forces.

In response to increasing violence, the Salvadoran government has been ratcheting up security measures and hardening its rhetoric towards the gangs. For instance, in January 2015 the PNC’s director said police should use their weapons against criminals “with complete confidence.” President Salvador Sánchez Cerén then announced in May three battalions of Special Forces soldiers would be deployed to combat the gangs. Salvadoran judicial officials have also invoked the country’s anti-terrorism laws to prosecute gang members, and in August the Supreme Court declared the MS-13 and Barrio 18 to be terrorist groups.

Accordingly, the experience of the gang truce, and the nature of gang-directed violence in its wake, raises the question as to how current conditions in El Salvador are to be interpreted. Namely, is the truce, and the gangs’ continued violent outbursts, indicative of the gangs’ collective evolution into more sophisticated actors? Or, is rising violence more an attempt at self-preservation by gang factions in the face of intensified pressure from rivals and security forces?

---

In an effort to reach an answer, the concept of “Third Generation Gangs” will be examined, exploring if its precepts hold sufficient explanatory power for understanding El Salvador’s gangs in the context of recent developments in the country.

**Third Generation Gangs**

Originally put forward by John P. Sullivan in the 1990s, the field of third generation gang studies seeks to understand the gang phenomenon and characteristics of contemporary criminal street gangs.\(^{50}\) It has since become one of the primary models for explaining gang behavior and development. The basic tenet is that some gangs evolve through three generations, transitioning from a traditional turf gang to a market-oriented drug gang, before becoming a third generation gang that mixes political and mercenary elements.\(^{51}\) Three factors are identified as determining the evolutionary potential of gangs: politicization, internationalization, and sophistication. What follows is a brief description of the characteristics defining each gang generation.

**First Generation**

First Generation gangs are localized and relatively unsophisticated.\(^{52}\) They operate under loose leadership, with ill-defined roles and a focus on loyalty and turf protection (neighborhood or street). When they engage in criminal enterprise, it is largely opportunistic and individual in scope, and tends to be local in nature. First generation gangs operate at the low end of societal violence, and primarily engage in inter-gang rivalry.\(^{53}\) They are limited in political scope.

**Second Generation**

Second generation gangs are more entrepreneurial and drug-centered, and are organized for business and commercial gain. As such, they are more interested in market than turf protection, tending to focus their criminal endeavors on local drug distribution as a business.\(^{54}\) These gangs are also more cohesive, with greater centralization of leadership. They may embrace a broader political agenda—albeit focused on improving market share and revenue—and operate

---

\(^{50}\) Since then, it has been developed and explored by a number of scholars, particularly Robert Bunker and Max Manwaring.


in a broader, sometimes multi-national context. Violence is typically a means to control competition, but may also be used as political interference to negate enforcement efforts directed against them by police and other security organizations. As they seek to control or incapacitate state security organizations, they may begin to dominate vulnerable communities.

*Third Generation*

A third generation gang is a mercenary-type group with goals of power or financial acquisition. As they evolve, they develop into more sophisticated organizations with broader drug-related markets—operating at the global end of the spectrum—with ambitious political and economic agendas. Political action is intended to provide security and freedom of movement for gang activities, although quasi-terrorism or true terrorism may be embraced to advance influence and objectives. As a consequence, a third generation gang challenges the legitimate state monopoly on the use of violence within a given political territory. Typically, third generation gangs are the result of gangs maturing due to exposure to more sophisticated criminal enterprises, combined with access to an opportunity space conducive to enhanced sophistication and expanded reach. In short, third generation gangs are in a state of transition from street gang to sophisticated, networked criminal enterprises. They may, however, continue first and second generation actions as they expand their geographical presence and seek to further their commercial and political goals.

***

To determine if El Salvador’s MS-13 and Barrio 18 gangs are evolving into more sophisticated, internationalized, and politicized entities—transitioning from their first generation origins into full-blown third generation gangs—the effects of the truce on the gangs will be examined. Overall, while there are some signs the truce may have resulted in a reconfiguration of the gangs’ self-perception as political entities, there are reasons to believe the gangs’ post-truce behavior does not represent their collective maturation into third generation gangs, suggesting

---

instead that the increase in violence is more indicative of autonomous manifestations of rebellion and self-preservation by gang factions.

The Post-Truce Context: Collective Maturation or Self-Preservation?

A persistent concern surrounding the gang truce is that it allowed the MS-13 and Barrio 18 to become more sophisticated. Namely, there have been some indications the truce strengthened gang hierarchy by forcing the leadership to exert greater control in order to ensure the truce was respected. Indeed, the significant drop in homicides following the truce’s implementation would suggest a certain degree of command and control on the part of gang leaders over members—although the increase in disappearances during the truce does call this into question. A factor possibly enabling the gangs to become more powerful and organized during the truce was that MS-13 and Barrio 18 leaders were transferred to less restrictive prisons with greater access to the outside world.61

Increasing gang organization may in turn have fostered more transnational cooperation and coordination. Even during the truce, there was evidence of imprisoned leaders in El Salvador coordinating with members in the United States.62 There have also been some indications that the MS-13 sought to establish a presence in Europe and South America, allegedly attempting to have members deported to countries where the gang was hoping to expand (although the extent of this to date appears limited).63 There were also suggestions the gangs (particularly the MS-13) used the truce to become more integrated into the structures of regional transnational criminal organizations, solidifying ties to transportista (drug transit) networks and establishing connections with Mexican cartels.64 Notably, in October 2012, seven months after the truce

---


began, the United States placed the MS-13 on a list of transnational drug trafficking organizations—alongside powerful groups like Mexico's Zetas—and later put economic sanctions on six MS-13 leaders.65 In July 2013, Salvadoran Security Minister Ricardo Perdomo said that, over the course of the truce, “there are groups that have increased their drug trafficking activities,” and in June 2014, Alejandro Vila—a special prosecutor for the migrant unit in Chiapas, Mexico—said the MS-13 was deepening its hold on illegal migration routes in Mexico.66

Additionally, the gangs’ behavior during the truce suggests a degree of political identity and self-awareness. For instance, the rhetoric of the gangs took on a distinct political quality, with a number of press releases issued exhibiting a diplomatic tone and formality.67 This—combined with images of gang leaders holding discussions and negotiations with official intermediaries, in essence a de facto recognition by the government of the gangs as political actors—indicates (or gives the impression) of a new level of political awareness. Indeed, it is possible MS-13 and Barrio 18 leaders began to understand that territorial control and cohesion made it possible for them to extract concessions from the state.68 For example, the gangs have declared they have the power to influence elections. These statements were backed up by truce mediator Raul Mijango, who in October 2013 stated representatives of at least two of El Salvador’s top political parties had met with Barrio 18 and MS-13 leaders, adding that the gangs are “an elector that can define the result” of presidential elections.69 In February 2014, Barrio 18 and MS-13 leaders issued a statement claiming the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front


(FMLN) political party almost lost the 2014 elections because it did not have the gangs’ backing. Douglas Farah has explained the possibility of the gangs becoming increasingly active in politics, not as political parties, but essentially as “votes for rent,” whereby the gangs deliver votes from areas under their control in exchange for political favors.

Nonetheless, these isolated signs of the gangs’ possible evolution are offset by other occurrences suggesting otherwise, which indicate the MS-13 and Barrio 18 are not undergoing a collective maturation process.

The cohesion of the MS-13 and Barrio 18 should not be overestimated. While the MS-13 and Barrio 18 obviously have a transnational presence—and, to a degree, can link their international network to conduct cross-border crimes—there is little evidence they operate as transnational criminal organizations. And despite the effects of the truce, it remains that the gangs are large, fundamentally loose-knit networks, and are better understood as a franchise of affiliated cliques than as coherent third generation gang entities. For instance, during the truce, certain cliques and factions were difficult to control, being either uncooperative or unwilling to abide by the truce. There was also evidence of tensions between the gangs’ top leadership—who drove the truce process—and rank and file members. The cliques were largely excluded from the truce process, and there were rumblings of discontent among certain cliques that perceived gang leaders as disproportionally benefitting from the truce.

There have been other signs of disagreement and turmoil within the gangs as well. In August 2015, 14 members of the Barrio 18’s Revolucionarios faction were murdered at the Quezaltepeque prison. While the motive is unknown, authorities believed the killings were part of an “internal purge” within the Barrio 18. Indeed, there have been reports that rising violence

---


71 Such a dynamic between gangs and political parties has been observed in Jamaica, with gangs controlling the different areas of Kingston aligning with different politicians in return for benefits. Farah, “Central American Gangs,” 8.

72 This was observed in the town of La Union, near the border of Honduras, where violence levels stayed high as a result of MS-13 and Barrio 18 cliques refusing to go along with the truce. Wells, Miriam. “Gangs Unable to Enforce Truce in Eastern El Salvador” InSight Crime. March 13, 2013. Accessed September 14, 2015. http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/maras-unable-to-enforce-truce-in-eastern-el-salvador.

73 Following the start of the truce, Douglas Farah noted that “serious splits” in the gangs “surfaced almost immediately,” and that sources within the MS-13 “reported anger with gang leaders, in part because they conducted negotiations without street member input.” Clique members were also said to resent seeing the family members of gang leaders suddenly going on shopping sprees and making expensive purchases, which was taken as a sign the leadership received cash to agree to the truce, but did not share payments. Farah, “The Transformation,” 2.
in 2015 is due to intra-gang competition, with Salvadorean Security and Justice Minister Benito Lara attributing high homicide levels in August to “an internal rivalry between gangs and confrontations by criminals against the police.”\(^7^4\)

Nor has violence and gang members’ participation in more sophisticated—or transnational—criminal activities since the truce been a collective advancement. For instance, it was the Barrio 18’s Revolucionarios faction that allegedly enforced the gang-ordered transportation strike in July.\(^7^5\) Similarly, in June 2015 there were indications the gangs were involved in an arms trafficking network that smuggled weapons into El Salvador from Honduras, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. Yet the network only involved 16 of the MS-13’s roughly 250 cliques, and of the 90 suspects arrested in connection to the case only 21 were MS-13 members. It appears these MS-13 members were primarily involved in buying and distributing guns within El Salvador, not coordinating the transnational sale of weapons themselves.\(^7^6\)

Additionally, during and following the truce, the MS-13 and Barrio 18 did not demonstrate a developed political agenda or coherent political action. Instead, violence appears to be more a reaction to the transfer of gang leaders back to maximum-security prisons, and a natural response in self-preservation against the government’s increasingly hard-line anti-gang stance—and perhaps against internal gang rivals as well—than an attempt to advance a significant political transformation.

Consequently, the truce, and rising violence in its wake, has not given way to the collective maturation of the MS-13 and Barrio 18 into third generation gangs. Rather, violence appears to be more indicative of intra-gang rivalries and autonomous attempts at self-preservation during the ongoing fallout of the failed truce. Nonetheless, this does not mean certain segments of the gangs are not demonstrating the potential for evolving into more sophisticated actors. Instead, the third generation gang paradigm may offer only limited


\(^7^5\) Gang-ordered bus strikes are not a novelty for El Salvador. In September 2010, in protest of recently enacted gang legislation, the MS-13 and Barrio 18 issued a joint warning for public transportation operators to stay home for three days or face reprisals. Seelke, “Gangs in Central America,” 4.

\(^7^6\) Nonetheless, elements of the MS-13 and Barrio 18 have been enhancing their weapons capacities, acquiring automatic rifles such as AK-47s, along with grenades and other military-grade weapons. In the past, it has been common for elements of the Salvadorean military to be implicated in the region’s illicit arms trade and supply such weapons. Daugherty, Arron, and Elyssa Pachico. "El Salvador Gangs Involved in Arms Trafficking Network." InSight Crime. June 19, 2015. Accessed September 14, 2015. http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/el-salvador-gangs-involved-arms-trafficking-network.; Farah, "Central American Gangs;” 9.
explanatory power to understanding El Salvador’s gangs in a post-truce context, calling for a reconfiguration in how the gangs are assessed.

**Third Generation Gangs: Assessing the Paradigm**

Third generation gang studies offers a useful guide for broadly understanding and characterizing the different stages of gang evolution in a variety of different contexts. Yet the paradigm is deficient in several respects, especially its lack of interpretation into how gang structure affects evolution processes and outcomes. That is, the paradigm offers little guidance for understanding internal gang dynamics and behavior, and the factors that may promote or lessen a gang’s movement towards increasing politicization, internationalization, and sophistication—beyond simply having an opportunity space afforded by weak institutions or exposure to more sophisticated criminal organizations. In the context of El Salvador, it is inappropriate to think of the MS-13 and Barrio 18 as monolithic organizations. Instead, we should try to understand them as franchised, disperse networks consisting of numerous cliques and factions. As such, perhaps it is incorrect to ask if the MS-13 and Barrio 18 are experiencing a collective maturation, and instead ask what elements of the gangs are evolving, and why.

More specifically, while the truce may not be a sign of the collective evolution of the gangs, it may be a sign of the evolution of certain segments of the gang structure. For instance, it was imprisoned MS-13 and Barrio 18 leaders that formulated, implemented, and oversaw the truce. Nonetheless, gang leaders had trouble keeping the cliques and violence in check as the truce unraveled—even though they reaffirmed the gangs’ commitment to the truce on multiple occasions—with some cliques expressing contempt for the truce and the lack of benefits it brought them.77

This leads to speculation that the gangs’ hierarchy is being stretched, with opposite ends of the gang structure moving in different directions given competing interests and agendas. The gangs’ older imprisoned leadership, for example, may be attempting to become more sophisticated political actors, negotiating with the government, while younger members on the street are more prone to violence, recklessness, and opportunistic crime—perhaps an indication of a generational split within the gangs. Or, it may be that, given the large membership of the

Barrio 18 and MS-13 and the territorial expanse of their networks, a separation within the ranks is inevitable, with gang factions that have competing agendas beginning to diverge from one another.

**Refining the Paradigm**

This leads to the need to incorporate new elements into the third generation gang paradigm to expand both its predictive and explanatory power. Greater tools are needed for assessing how, when, and if a gang—or elements of a gang—is evolving into a more sophisticated entity. This entails several areas in need of further study and development to assess their relevance in determining a gang’s evolutionary potential, as well as their potential inclusion into the third generation gang paradigm in order to enhance its ability to present a more refined understanding of gang evolution.

Pulling from the current case regarding El Salvador’s MS-13 and Barrio 18 gangs, there are several areas where inquiry should begin. First, we can look at the effects of gang membership: are larger gangs more prone to evolve into third generation gangs than smaller gangs? Or is there a threshold where a gang becomes so large it fractures, with some gang elements evolving while others do not? Second, related to this are questions over what holds a gang structure or network together, be it incentives of loyalty, financial, or fear.

Additionally, what role does the age of a gang play? This pertains not only to a gang’s age from the time of its formation, but also the age of key leaders. It is possible that older, seasoned leaders become more strategic and sophisticated over time, and seek to make the gang more internationalized, politicized, and sophisticated, having the connections from a lifetime of criminal activity to do so. In contrast, younger, less-educated gang members are more prone to excessive acts of violence and localized opportunistic crime.

Moreover, we need to consider how incarceration impacts gang development. For instance, the prison system has played a key role in the ability of the MS-13 and Barrio 18 to organize and consolidate, serving as a “safe haven” from which to direct and conduct criminal activities. It may be prisons are an important, if not crucial factor allowing gangs to evolve into more sophisticated entities (and providing them with the necessary contacts to do so). Tied in with this is the role government security strategies play in driving gang maturation, as evidenced

---

by El Salvador’s *Mano Dura* policies encouraging the adaptation of gang members to avoid detection.

Further exploring these questions and incorporating their findings into third generation theory may serve to better understand and predict gang evolution, and therefore aid policymakers and security officials in formulating strategy and efforts to prevent gangs from transitioning into more powerful and menacing entities.

**Conclusion**

Since their formation in Los Angeles, the MS-13 and *Barrio 18* have grown in size and influence, becoming a persistent cause of violence and insecurity in El Salvador. The 2012 gang truce, and the dramatic drop in homicide levels it precipitated, demonstrated the influence of the MS-13 and *Barrio 18* leadership, and was a potential mark of the gangs’ collective evolution into more sophisticated entities: so-called ‘third generation gangs.’ Yet an examination of the processes leading to the truce’s negotiation and implementation, the gangs’ structure and criminal activities, and the nature of violence following the truce’s disintegration suggests there has not been a collective maturation of the gangs into more sophisticated actors. Instead, it may be that certain segments of the gang structure are evolving in divergent directions, with post-truce violence indicative of self-preservation efforts by gang factions as they come under pressure from rivals and Salvadoran security forces. As such, the explanatory power of the third generation gang paradigm appears to be lacking in several respects that—if developed and incorporated into the existing paradigm—would allow for a more complete understanding of gang behavior and evolution in El Salvador.
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